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OVERVIEW OF THE ACEX PROJECT IODINE WORK

M. Merilo,

ABSTRACT
The ACEX Project is an internationally sponsored research program that focuses on several
aspects of Severe Accidents. The areas addressed are iodine behavior in containments, pool
scrubbing, molten corium concrete interactions, and ex-vessel core debris coolability. These
areas all represent extensions to the previous and current ACE and MACE programs
respectively.

The ACE-Phase B (iodine) project, and other recent research efforts, have clarified the roles
of the important phenomena that influence iodine volatility in reactor containments during
severe accidents. The ACE Iodine Chemistry Subcommittee concluded that even though
enough data has been generated to support reasonably good quantification of the important
phenomena, a few important areas remain where quantification is still uncertain. This is due
to a lack of agreement on how to utilize the existing database, as well as the possible absence
of critical test and/or property data. Technical resolution of the overall iodine behavior issue
is therefore not feasible until these uncertainties are fully assessed and practical solutions
have been identified, implemented, and verified.

The overall objectives of the ACEX Iodine research program are to ensure that the iodine
database can be used to predict the airborne concentration of iodine, the conditions for iodine
reservoir stability, and to provide a mechanistic understanding for these phenomena.

The first phase of this work involves a comprehensive review and interpretation of the
existing database in order to formulate practical strategies for dealing with significant
uncertainties and/or deficiencies.

Several projects are underway involving the effects of organic reactions and structural surface
interactions. In addition effort is being expended on standardizing the aqueous iodine kinetics
database, specifying useful mass transfer models, and defining methodology for pH
prediction. The results of this work are expected to identify where additional data and
modeling is still required in order to fulfill the overall objectives of the project.
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1. BACKGROUND

Since the early 80s EPRI has been responsible for a series of international collaborative
research projects in the areas of severe accidents. These started with the aerosol transport
experiments at Marviken, followed by aerosol deposition tests in LACE, the aerosol
filtration, iodine, and the molten corium concrete interaction experiments in the ACE project,
and the MCCI/Coolability tests addressed in MACE.

1.1 Ace Iodine Work

The ACE Iodine Project (ACE-Phase B) was a multicomponent research program that
produced data on several issues of importance to the analysis of iodine behavior in
containment during severe accidents [1]. The principal phenomena that were investigated
included radiolysis, hydrogen combustion, aerosol interactions, and surface coating
interactions in a combination of laboratory experiments, intermediate scale tests, a large scale
containment vessel experiment, and supporting studies.

A substantial body of data was generated, which has resulted in a clarification of the
important phenomena that influence iodine volatility in a reactor containment during a severe
accident. This, of course, directly affects the iodine source tenn estimates as well as accident
management strategies.

The ACE Iodine Project benefited from the involvement of the Iodine Chemistry
Subcommittee which consisted of experts from the participating organizations and/or
countries. This subcommittee concluded, after the project, that enough data had been
accumulated to support reasonably good quantification of the important phenomena in a
number of areas. Examples include the effect of aqueous pH, ambient radiation, inorganic
reactions, initial iodine speciation, reactive bulk aerosols, and temperature. Most of this
information is represented to varying extent in current computer codes that are used to
calculate iodine behavior in containment vessels. However, the subcommittee felt that a few
important areas remained where the route to acceptable quantification was still unclear.

The committee recommended to the organizations participating in ACE that additional
research be performed, in a number of areas,. In response the sponsors suggested that the
subcommittee carry out an assessment of the remaining containment iodine issues and to
recommend a path to closure. The subcommittee complied with this request with an analysis
and prioritization of the still outstanding iodine questions. As a first step they needed a
definition of "closure" and adopted the operational definition that "closure" has been
achieved for all practical purposes when "researchers and modelers have reached a consensus
that:
1. the major factors affecting iodine volatility in containment have been identified and are

reasonably understood, and
2. the iodine behavior codes encapsulate this understanding by accurately predicting

iodine behavior over an appropriate range of accident conditions."
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A research program was proposed to the ACE consortium with the objective of
demonstrating that the currently available and/or newly developed (within this program)
iodine data and models can be used to:

• predict the airborne concentration of iodine to within an order of magnitude compared
to experiment over an acceptable range of conditions,

• predict reasonable well the importance and conditions for stability of all the significant
iodine reservoirs and

• provide credible mechanistic explanations for each of the previous observations.

1.2 The ACEX Program

Because Marviken, LACE, and ACE/MACE were conceived to be primarily large scale
experimental programs, a minimal amount of theoretical analysis and model development was
included. Reliance was placed to a large extent on ad hoc analyses performed by participants.
Consequently, during the latter stages of the ACE program, general agreement was reached
that a collaborative effort should be organized to maximize the benefit of the data that had
been generated through a well coordinated, systematic effort aimed at its interpretation,
analysis, and use. This effort, which is currently ongoing, is referred to as the ACE Extension
or ACEX program. The ACEX Program addresses issues not only in the area of iodine
behavior, but also pool scrubbing, molten corium concrete interactions, and melt coolability
by overlying water.

The current program participants are listed in Table I below:

TABLEI
Tractebel
Ontario Hydro
VTT
IPSN
GRS
ANPA & ENEL
JAERI
UNESA
Vattenfall
PSI
Nuclear Electric
EPRI

Belgium
Canada
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
USA

The primary objective of the ACEX program is to enhance the value of the experimental data
that have been obtained from the ACE/MACE Program by:
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• Developing generally agreed-upon, defensible methodologies for application of the
data to reactor situations.

• Filling in gaps in the information required for such applications.

• Utilizing international expertise to elicit general technical agreement on the validity of
the data and the analytical methodologies.

In contrast to the previously named collaborative projects, this effort is not directed at
performing large scale integral experiments. It is instead focused on systematically achieving
a common understanding of the important phenomena, and developing technically defensible
and generally agreed upon mathematical models to describe them. A quantification of the
model uncertainties and an assessment of "how good is good enough", constitutes an
important element of this work.

This approach, though tailored to fit each program element as required, can generally be
described by the following systematic steps:

1. Achieve a phenomenological understanding of a process.

2. Assess the importance of the process to severe accident consequences.

3. Recommend, modify, or develop a mathematical model, and a specify the region of
applicability.

4. Conduct peer reviews by project participants and/or their nominated experts.

5. Apply models to severe accident scenarios, including sensitivity analyses.

Criteria will be developed for the adequacy of the individual models, and for technical
agreement, as to when an issue is sufficiently well understood for application to severe
accident analysis.

3. ACEX IODINE WORK

The general ACEX approach, as described earlier, is being applied to the following iodine
research areas, or tasks, which were previously identified as needing resolution.

1. quantifying the effects of organic reactions,

2. quantifying the effects of structural surface interactions,

3. standardizing the aqueous iodine kinetics database,

4. specifying useful mass transfer models, and
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5. defining methodology for pH prediction.

Of these issues, the first two were judged by the ACE Iodine Subcommittee to be of greatest
importance, whereas the others were deemed to have a somewhat lesser priority.

This research program was incorporated into the ACE Extension (ACEX) project. The
elements are described in greater detail below. The first four tasks are being performed in a
collaborative fashion by a team of Canadian and UK organizations consisting of Ontario
Hydro, AECL Whiteshell, University of Toronto, AEA Technology and Nuclear Electric.
The fifth task has been carried out for PWRs by IPSN. The application of this methodology
to BWRs is still considered to be important and is under active planning and discussion.

3.1 Quantifying The Effects Of Organic Reactions

The main objective of this task is to develop a practical approach to describe the effect of
organic material interactions on iodine volatility, especially the formation and transport of
organic iodide species in containment systems during severe accidents.

In line with the previously mentioned strategy, the first step was to conduct critical reviews
of past and current research to identify and classify the sources and types of organics found
in containments, as well as the controlling organic iodide formation reactions and key
environmental conditions. This task is ongoing and upon completion, missing critical data
needs will have been identified and candidate modeling approaches will have been formulated
and evaluated.

The assessment of the sources and types of organic materials found in a reactor containment
building identified the following sources:
• Cable insulation and jacketing
• Organic solvents in containment paints
• Oils and lubricants
• Ion exchange resins
• Long chain fatty acids in floor waxes
• Reaction of BWR BC control rods with steam to produce methane
• Background contaminants

The reactions that were examined included homogeneous gas and aqueous phase reactions, as
well as surface reactions and organic radiolysis in aqueous solutions.

Based upon the work performed to date [3], it has been concluded that organic iodide
formation occurs mainly in the aqueous phase. Gas phase and surface reactions appear to
contribute very little to overall organic iodide formation. The reasons for this conclusion are
that the iodine release into containment is primarily in the form of Csl, which will eventually
be dissolved in suspended water droplets or the sump. In addition, the concentration of
organic impurities in the aqueous phase are expected to be orders of magnitude higher than in
the gas phase, due to the dissolution of solvents from containment paints. As a result, the
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most important effect of organics could be their radiolytic decomposition resulting in changes
in pH, [O2] and [OH], and thus [I2].

Existing models do not reflect the current understanding of the iodine behavior. To do so,
new models need to be made consistent with the observation that organic iodide formation
and depletion occurs in the aqueous phase, they must account for the observed pH and
oxygen dependence of organic iodide formation, as well as the effects of radiolysis.

3.2 Quantifying The Effects Of Structural Surface Interactions

The main objective of this task is to formulate an approach to predict the influence of surface
interactions on iodine speciation and volatility under severe accident conditions.

The initial work involves a review of available literature on the effects of accident
environments on containment surfaces, as well as adsorption and desorption mechanisms for
iodine on these surfaces. Three types of surface materials are being considered. These are
metallic (steel), paints (many varieties), and concrete. Compilation and assessment of data on
reactions of iodine with painted surfaces and with steel has been performed.

It was found [4] that Iodine deposition on steel for high temperature primary coolant
conditions has been studied extensively, yet very little work on low temperature
(i.e. T< 200 °C), high humidity, condensing conditions expected in containment during severe
accidents has been performed. It appears at this time that sorption behavior under these
conditions may be more complicated than at high temperatures, and that therefore
extrapolation of mechanisms and kinetics from high temperature experiments to low
temperature conditions may not be appropriate.

Considerable amounts of data are available for iodine interactions with paints [4]. Not
surprisingly, the deposition velocity and the distribution coefficients have been found to be
dependent on the types of paints, such as epoxy, acrylic, vinyl, phenolic, and Zn primer.

Modeling of these interactions will address the interfacial mass transfer to surfaces, the iodine
reactions on the surfaces, and the effects of surfaces on solution chemistry.

3.3 Standardizing The Aqueous Iodine Kinetics Database

The goal of this task, on which work is just being started, is to promote uniformity in the key
kinetic data for aqueous phase reactions that are being used in current iodine computer codes,
and to identify and recommend research in areas where key rate data are either missing or so
uncertain that aqueous iodine chemistry predictions are seriously affected.

The main iodine reactions in existing data bases that are used in different codes are generally
consistent, but there are discrepancies in some of the minor reactions. For example, existing
models tend to disagree in their predictions of the abundance of secondary aqueous species
during radiolysis. It is possible that some of these minor reactions can become more
important under certain conditions.
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A thorough review will be performed of the existing database on aqueous iodine thermal and
radiolytic reaction kinetics. The aim is to consolidate the kinetic and thermodynamic data
bases by assessing the rate constant data. The assessment of the thermal and radiolytic data
base will take into account such factors as buffers, ionic strength, temperature and the need
for agreement between thermodynamic equilibrium constants and rate constants.

The ultimate aim of this work then, is to develop a complete set of kinetic data for iodine
aqueous phase reactions under the conditions likely to be encountered during severe accidents
in light water reactors. Uncertain or missing data will be identified and recommendations for
further research will be formulated.

3.4 Specifying Interfacial Transfer Models

The main objective of work on this task is to produce a set of consistent interfacial mass
transfer models that are applicable across interfaces between gases, liquids and solids, for use
in iodine computer codes.

Since interfacial mass transfer can be the rate limiting process affecting containment gas phase
iodine concentrations, it is important to be able to model it accurately. Unfortunately, it
appears that the mass transfer correlations depend upon the scale of the experiments,
rendering extrapolations to reactor conditions somewhat difficult.

A review of the literature concerning mass transfer models and correlations relevant to the
interfacial transfer, including an assessment of their practicality, accuracy, and limitations, is
being performed [5]. Based on this work, recommendations will be made on practical models
that can be used for modeling iodine behavior. Wherever possible, errors caused by
assumptions in the models, or inherent in the physical systems, such as interface
contamination or roughness, will be quantified.

The impact of chemical reactions on the rate of interfacial transfer of iodine species will be
assessed to establish when this should be considered and to what extent these can enhance
mass transfer rates.

3.5 Defining Methodology For pH Prediction During Severe Accidents

The main objective of this task is to formulate an efficient methodology for estimating the pH
history of water reservoirs in containments during severe accidents. This is particularly
important due to the strong impact of the pH on the partition coefficient.

Several sources in a PWR, such as the Reactor Coolant System, accumulators, Refueling
Water Storage Tanks etc. feed water to the containment building sump. This water can
transport additives such as boron, lithium hydroxide etc, as well as contaminants such as
chlorides, fluorides, corrosion products, etc. which are generally present in small
concentrations. A detailed review has been conducted by IPSN [6] pertaining to all the
systems in a PWR feeding the sump along with the most important chemical species. In
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particular, the approximate strength of the possible sources of alkali and acid that could enter
in the containment sump water during different severe accident scenarios have been identified
and evaluated.

A pH calculation methodology has been recommended which includes the necessary chemical
equations, taking into account all the species identified previously as having a strong effect on
the pH prediction. An evaluation was also performed of the buffering effects on pH
prediction of some additives or slightly dissociated substances in the sump water. A series of
sensitivity calculations was performed on a PWR to test the efficacy of the methodology and
to evaluate the consequences of the uncertainties on the iodine release obtained by this
methodology. Limitations were identified, and their consequences on the iodine release during
a severe accident were evaluated, in order to identify the magnitude of uncertainties reached
on the iodine source term.

4. SUMMARY

The aim of the focused collaborative approach of the ACEX Project, is to define additional
research needs and potential benefits resulting from the application of the data generated in
the previous ACE/MACE Program to reactor safety. The project is currently in the literature
review/assessment phase of the work to determine the state of the technology, and to identify
and prioritize research on specific areas of uncertainty in the areas of iodine behavior, pool
scrubbing and MCCI/Coolability. Once this assessment phase is complete, the project will
assess the recommendations for additional research.
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